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FORMS: TITLES
• New
• Browse
• Search
– Restored deleted titles
– Masthead gallery
– Restored deleted images

CREATING
A NEW
TITLE

CREATING
A NEW
TITLE

Navigation
on the
Right

FORMS: SOURCE DOCUMENTS
• New Volume
• New Box
– Browse Volumes or Boxes
– Search Volumes or Boxes
– Restore Volumes or Boxes

FORMS: REELS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New
Browse
Search
Program
Import collation sheet
Get blank collation sheet
Edit collation sheet
– Restore deleted reels

New Reel
Options

Adding
Technical
Data to a
Reel

Making a New Reel Record

Adding
Scan Data
to a Reel

Issue Level
Collation

FORMS: REEL PROGRAMMING
• Target Pack Program - The target pack
program indicates which type of targets are
needed for the reel. This is mostly useful for
programmed reels. For example, if you
programmed something as needing date
targets but you just need month targets, you
can change the program without having to
reprogram the entire reel.

OTHER FORM FEATURES
• Locations
• Storage Drives
• Batches

EXPORTS
•
•
•
•
•

For Vendors
Labels
Targets
Reports
Workflow

The data that is exported depends
on scans rather than just the reels.
On the metadata page for a scan,
one of the export options (besides
the
bulkset
functions)
is
"Add/update CSV exports". Selecting
this adds the reel for that scan to the
CSV export, or updates the row if it is
already in the export.

All users have access to
film box labels, but only
ukdrf has access to paper
box labels and paper folder
labels.

The ability to program reels is not restricted
by user, and the link from the reels menu is
visible to all users. User can create their own
target pack programs but cannot edit
individual targets. In particular, users cannot
currently create their own bib targets. The
program cannot produce target packs
requiring bib targets unless those bib targets
are available, but users could make their own
bib targets separately if required.

IMPORTS
• Import Collation Sheet

IMPORTS
• Import Collation Sheet

IMPORTS
• Import Collation Sheet

IMPORTS
• Import Collation Sheet
Remember: You can
get a new, preformed
collation sheet at
reels>get blank
collation sheet
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